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Thesis 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Last couple of decades two dominant, roughly coherent trends can be detected in the evolution 

of technology. On one hand the development of precision available with labouring procedures 

continued, on the other hand the improvement of precision permitted of the decrement of sizes. 

Both the improvement of precision and the decrement of sizes required evolvation of new 

labouring methods and progressively improving the existing ones. Last decade the precision of 

process reached the size of one nanometer and assumably it will decrease further to the 

physical limit, namely to the size of atomic of material qualities.  

Both tendencies demanded new labouring modes which again reacted the development of 

tooling. For instance, the evolution of laser technology focused on metal optics which drew the 

development of ultraprecision cutting. The size, shape and surface accuracy of asferic metal 

mirrors made great demands on the entire machine, the cutting tool and the used technology. 

Diamond, in its all occurence, became one of the most important tool materials of modern 

industry.   

Notwithstanding the growth of cutting system’s rigidity, the development of precision required 

the decrement of cutting sizes (h, b).  Forces occurring during cutting depend on mainly the 

chip sizes. The size of the chip (h, b) decreased to a size of a few micrometers, even during 

cutting with regular edge-geometry. In line with chip size (h, b) the size of chip root also 

decreased. When cutting crystalline materials the size of chip root became significantly smaller 

than the average crystalline size thus a new category must be launched: microcutting. 

After the 2nd World War the laser technology, space research spurred the development of 

metal optics. The reflective optical elements could realize the light deflection and mapping 

with much more efficiency and smaller loss than the transmissive elements. Appearance and 

spread of numeric control technology allowed using aspherical surfaces besides spherical and 

flat surfaces.  The evolution of tool machines was followed by the improvement of 

manufacturing. By the beginning of the 80’s the manufacturing of metal optical elements 

exceeded the laboratory work and became common in the industry. 

If the cutting process is examined from the aspect of chip root, it is indifferent that the chip 

root is some micrometer sized, whether because of the little tool or the used chip sizes. The 

result of chip removal will be determined by the microgeometrical circumstances of the chip 

root. It means that the quality of tool edge has a bigger importance than the real tool size and 

the parameters. By ultraprecision machines, with good quality diamond one-crystalline edge, 

mirror surfaces can be produced with accuracy less than 1µm and an average surface roughness 

(Ra) of 1-5nm. 
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My main aim when testing the microcutting process is to analyze the effects regarding the 

surface roughness. This is the machining result that industry needs. I set up the circumstances, 

parameters and the whole testing process of machining according to these results above. With 

this theoretical analysis my main goal is creating a very new microcutting model explaining the 

occuring phenomena with the help of a modelling program. Above this the changing of 

material quality or features are also important aspects during the analysis.  

In addition at analysis of microcutting the prime analysis aspect to change the produced 

material quality or properties, primarily with reducing of crystalline size (sub-micrometer), and 

determine the influence for surface quality of raw material compared to the normal crystalline 

size. 

 

2. Analysis of the theoretical research, object of dissertation 
 
 

Based on our experiences it is obvious now that yet however many professionals analyzed and 

modelled this field of technology, a fully correct model being able to answer properly all 

questioned process, phenomena is not set up yet. 

The various research results available as far (e.g. Moriwaki, Spenrath) are not proper to give 

decent explanations to the phenomena occurring microcutting and to determine the 

technological process. 

According to the expectations for the future the quantity of microcut products and also the 

distribution, market position and share of miniaturization will increase. This is why the 

properly theoretical and experimental analysis of this special cutting method is essential, just as 

the standardization of technological features and limit values.  

During traditional cutting the chip sizes (h, b) exceed the average grain sizes significantly, 

thanks to this the sliding and the shape deformation occurs along the grain borders. Contrarily 

in case of microcutting and/or ultraprecision machining the chip root is significantly smaller 

than the average grain size which results a sliding not along the crystalline borders but inside 

the grain, in the sliding plan happens, just as it would be a one-crystalline. The grains’ 

crystallographic orinetation are different, due to this the cutting force and the orientation of 

sliding plans changes from crystalline to crystalline during the cutting. As the cutting tool gets 

out of the grain, the grain springs back, its degree depends on the orientation. This 

phenomenon is shown on Fig. 1. (Moriwaki). 
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plasticly under the cutting edge from grain to grain, later springing back. An exact, blanket, 

experimentally proved explanation for this phenomenon is still missing in the literature. 

Each material crystal defines a different, by cutting available surface quality, in function of the 

normal vectors’ crystallic direction.  

According to our definition of microcutting the size of the chip root is of the order of µm. 

Therefore microcutting is used for producing small sized parts or surface structures. It often 

happens during microcutting crystallic structured materials that the average grain size is bigger 

than the extent of chip root. In these cases the anisotropical features of the workpiece’s 

material affect the chip removal. Nevertheless this phenomenon does not explain the arisen 

roughness along the crystal borders. Spenrath explains this effect with dislocations occurring 

due to the pressing stress arising around the chip root; only these dislocations do not have 

enough energy to step over the crystal borders. The dislocations gather up at the crystal borders 

and the firmness of material increases locally. Because of the dislocation flow bigger forces are 

needed to be able to cut the crystal border, its consequence is the bigger flexible deformation 

which causes spring back being functioned to the environment and the circumstances. 

This effect can be explained by the theory of dislocation migration but some questions remain 

unanswered. The roughness does not occur in the same scale in each grain border.  

 

In connection of the analysis of microcutting process I set up the following objects:  

 

I. Stating the new theoretical model of microcutting and studying the process with finite 

element method. 

II. Improving the process’ theoretical survey to be able to examine the neighbouring and 

surrounding grains’ effect onto the machining.  

III. Analyzing the factors, effects that influence the evolved surface quality. Overviewing the 

characteristics of microcutting process. 

IV. Examining and evaluating the technological and quality parameters besides changing grain 

size at the manufactured material (e.g. decreasing the size under micrometer).  
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3. Used material and employed technologies 
 
During my researches I used mainly copper (OFHC-Cu) but the examinations expanded to 

materials with face-centered-cubic, fcc (aluminum) and base-centered-cubic, bcc (tungsten) 

crystalline lattice. 

The most important feature was the anisotropy to examine. First of all the copper has 

significant anisotropy, plasticity. Its elasticity modulus changes from E=66,71∗103 N/mm2 to 

E=192,33∗103 N/mm2, according to the orientation of crystal plans. Its smallest value can be 

measured in <100> plan, the biggest in <111>. Since the elasticity modulus is so big between 

the crystal plans, the effects of crystal plans and elasticity modulus on the evolved surface 

quality can be measured on copper as well. It can be also stated that the alteration of anisotropy 

(being different at each crystallic materials) results divergent behaviour during the machining. 

Consequently anisotropy, crystal plans and correlating with these the elastic modulus have 

significant influence on the machined surface quality (Fig. 3.) 
 

 
 

 

síkplan 

síkplan 
sík plan 

 

Fig. 3. Anisotropy and elastic modulus of copper 
 

At the beginning I used Form2D finite element method software to the theoretical, numeric 

researches, later MARC finite element method software. Form2D software is first of all a 

modelling program for plastic shaping which gave favourable conditions to the modelling of 

microcutting procedure. At this software it is easy to input the material features, the griding 

and cutting parameters and besides this the results can be concluded in several ways. However 

MARC finite element method software offers new possibility for the analysis because there are 

great chances in aspect of input parameters and much more result can be collected about the 

process. 

My professional experiences were done mainly on the ultraprecision turning machine (UP1) 

licensed by Csepel Szerszámgépgyár Hembrug. Later the new MIKROTURN CNC 50 
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ultraprecision turning machine helped my work with a modern control, a bigger precision 

(moving by 10nm) and rigidity.  

On behalf of recognition of microcutting procedures I have conducted multifarious 

microscopical researches. The analysis of machined surface quality, the resulted geometry’s 

accuracy, the condition of microcut tools and the removed chip was done with the help of 

stereomicroscope, light-microscope and Scanning Electro Microscope (SEM). The surface 

topographical records were made by ATOS phase offset microscope in the research institute’s 

laboratory of Braunschweig (PTB Braunschweig). The orientation researches were analyzed 

with OIM (Orientation Imaging Microscope) in Stuttgart (TU Stuttgart) in the early days. Later 

we used the EBSD (Electron Back Scatter Diffraction) machine at BUTE, Dept. on Materials 

Science and Engineering to define the surface orientation. AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) 

tests were made at ELTE, Department of Biology and Physics.  

The new microcutting model based on my theoretical and experimental research can be seen on 

Fig. 4. During chip removal and intersection of the given crystal the degree of the upcoming 

force depends on the crystal orientation. Pending cutting the just cut-across crystal joins to the 

neighbouring crystal flexibly. The elastic modulus of the drawn spiral is different in each 

direction. The material flow’s direction can be deducted from crystallographic directons.    

           
C  = a vizsgált kristály rugóállandója α irányban 1
C = f(C ) a vizsgált kristály rugóállandója β irányban 2 1

C = f(C ) a vizsgált kristály rugóállandója γ irányban 3 1
C4 = szomszédos kristály rugóállandója α irányban 
C5 = szomszédos kristály rugóállandója β irányban 
C6 = szomszédos kristály rugóállandója γ irányban
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Fig. 4. New, complex model of microcutting 

C1= spring rate of machined crystal in α direction 
C2= spring rate, f(C1) of machined crystal in β direction 
C3= spring rate, f(C1) of machined crystal in γ direction 
C4= spring rate of neighbour crystal in α direction 
C5= spring rate of neighbour crystal in β direction 
C6= spring rate of neighbour crystal in γ direction 

 

The main object of finite element method tests made during the theoretical research was to 

examine the microcutting process when using the newly set up model (Fig. 4). I have presented 

the forces taking effect to the grains, the elastic deformation and the forming stress in the 
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course of the analysis. The tool material is one-crystalline diamond thus during the modelling I 

counted the tool rigid, considering the reaction forces and its hardness. 

In pursuance of modelling I examined more grains with different orientation. One is harder the 

other is softer, depending on what kind of atomic lattice structure and crystallographically 

direction was analyzed. This was realized by setting the elastic modulus as the main material 

properties. According to our precognition the atomic grid structure’s characteristics and 

orientation have a significant effect on the elastic modulus and even are proportionate with it if 

the anisotropical features of material allow this detectable (first of all in case of copper).  

Analyzing parameters were the followings during the theoretical researches: 

Cutting depth:            ap = 1 µm 

Cutting speed:            vc = 75 m/min 

Cutting edge radius:   rβ = 50 nm 

Edge radius: rε = 1,5 mm 

Rake angle:                 γn = 0° 

Relief angle: αn = 6° 

Material quality:  OFHC-Cu (copper) 

During the experience I did not change the cutting parameters and the tool’s geometry but the 

feature of material as well. Besides I have looked continuously the behaviour of the grains, the 

structure and the changes occurring in the upper layer. Table 1. shows the parameters of 

strategies in case of different grains. 

Name of grain At hardening strategy At softening strategy 

Grain 1 66,71 GPa 192,4 GPa 

Grain 2 130 GPa 130 GPa 

Grain 3 192,4 GPa 66,71 GPa 

Table 1. Orientational properties set up to modelling 

 

As starting state I have set the above mentioned grain features, modelling the anisotropical 

characteristics of the material (Fig. 5.). 
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In accordance with the objects we chose such free cutting conditions next to that the shape 

changing of both the chip and the cut surface was easily trackable. We took the free cutting 

process because it is easy to carry out and the loads, cutting parameters can be determined 

simply as well as the required results. During machining I used a tool with a given edge-

geometry from the first to the last.  

Machining parameters were the followings:  

Machine:                                  plane 

Tool material:                          HSS 

Cutting edge radius:                 rβ= 50 µm 

Edge angles:                            αn= 8º, γn= 0º 

Cutting speed:                          vc= 20 m/min (constant)  

The chip thickness was changed from workpiece to workpiece (h)  

                                                 Cu-1: 200 µm,  

                                                 Cu-2: 400 µm,  

                                                 Cu-3: 600 µm.  

The „b” width of the workpiece was constant during the measuring (b=5mm). Continuing the 

study I was engaged in microcutting of micrograin materials. For the experiment copper was 

used which has important anisotropical features detailed before. Experiments were done on 

99,96% clean copper material having cylindric shape and a diameter of 20 mm. Turning type 

was rake turning, setting up with microcutting parameters. 

Machining parameters were the followings: 

Machine:   UP-1 ultraprecision turning machine 

Tool material:  one-crystalline diamond 

Cutting edge radius:  rβ = 50 nm 

Edge radius:  rε = 1,5 mm 

Rake angle:  γn = 0° 

Relief angle:  αn = 6° 

Cutting speed:  vc = 80 m/min 

Revolution:   n = 1000 1/min 

Feed rate:   f = 1 µm/rev 

Cutting depth:   ap = 5 µm 

After the microcutting experience I worked on the surface topographical examinations with the 

earlier mentioned phase offset microscope in the research institute’s Laboratory of 
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Braunschweig (PTB Braunschweig). On Fig.6. a exposure can be seen, with cutting parameters 

(vc: cutting speed; vf: feeding speed) and machining situation.  

Iker
vf

vc 

SzemcsehatárGrain boundary

Twin

Fig. 6. Topography of mirror surface at copper 

 

The same part of the surface is shown and analyzed on the screenshots to be able drawing 

conclusions during the research.  

In the course of the study it is proved that the OIM orientational snapshots can be difficultly 

identified with the surface topography thus the orientation of each crystallines not easily 

recognizable. At the start of the orientational examination it became clear that the procedures 

taking place in the upper layer and the occurred tension have significant effect on the 

efficiency of evaluation. The difference originated in the atomgrid structure which broke in the 

surface layer during the microcutting. This is why we had to remove an about 10-15 

micrometer thick layer with etching. To the surface etching hydrochlorid acid-ferrichlorid 

(FeCl3+HCl+etil-alcohol) was used. Taking the grain size of the material into account, etching 

changed the grain borders at surface-topography, making the identification the more difficult 

but fortunately the twin crystals helped us in the obvious recognition. During the analysis of 

the snapshots the following of the twin crystal was a great help in the identification. It became 

clear that the twin crystal has a totally different orientation as the neighbouring grains; it can be 

seen clearly in the circle signed with „A”. Since the twin crystal has a different orientation, the 

cutting conditions assumably change within the twin border. Based on the results of ATOS 

surface roughness measuring equipment and the OIM orientation analysis it can be stated that 

the orientation difference namely the elasticity modulus difference have a definite effect on the 

surface quality. 
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On the figures it can be seen that the twin situates deeper this time than the neighbouring 

surfaces. Surely the environment of the grain and the orientation of the surrounding influenced 

the surface roughness thus the crystal sank down compared to its environment. If the „B” part 

on Fig. 7.a. is compared to the same part on Fig. 7.b. we can see that the marked grain [111] 

with this orientation has a big elasticity modulus. 

However at surface roughness measuring (ATOS) we can observe with blue marked grain 

(Fig.7.b.) has bigger elasticity modulus results a bigger spring back as it rises from the surface. 
 

 

(a) felü leti  érdesség i felv étel (A TOS) 
 

 

(b) orientációs  felvétel  (OIM) 
 

A B

Vc 

(b) Or ientation exposure (OIM) 

(a) Surface roughness exposure (ATOS) 

Fig. 7. Comparison of microscopical and orientational explosures 
 

 

Among the microcut experiments I made a comparison between the fcc (Cu, Al) and the bcc 

(W) materials. The average grain size of the materials had the size of 80-100 µm as well as in 

the previous experiments. 

I conducted the researches for the surface machining on aluminum, copper and tungsten 

workpieces in order to being able to compare them with former research results. 

The parameters of microcutting tests had the following parameters in each case: 

Machine:                ultraprecision turning machine (UP1). 

Tool material:             one-crystalline diamond 

Cutting edge radius:   rβ= 50 nm 

Edge radius:               rε = 1,5 mm 

Relief angle:              αn = 6° 

Rake angle:             γn = 0°. 

Cutting depth:            ap = 5 µm. 

Feed rate:                   f   = 1 µm/rev.  
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Cutting speed:         vc = 100 m/min. 

The workpieces were fixed to the surface at 160 mm diameter thus the machining parameters 

were at the same.  

After the machining I have studied the elastically formed layer’s thickness (with optical 

microscope) and the surface roughness (with Atomic Force Microscope). In my last 

experiments we produced ultrafine, nanograin OFHC copper and aluminum workpieces, later I 

analyzed them and modelled the chip removal. Each workpiece was cut with one-crystalline 

edge. The this way cut surface reaches the surface roughness deducted theoretically, 

geometrically-kinematically since it has excellent shape precision, good surface quality and 

low cutting edge radius. The deviation from the theoretically estimable roughness arises 

because of the anisotropy of material, the geometrical form of tool, the stability and steadyness 

of machine (UP-1) and other technological factors. 

At nano-grain microcutting experiment we had the microcutting experience in crystallic 

structure materials where the cutting root is situated within the grain with same orientation 

therefore the anisotropy of material has a determining role.  

Microcutting parameters were the followings: 

Machine:                ultraprecision turning machine (UP1) 

Tool material:            one-crystalline diamond 

Cutting edge radius:   rβ = 50 nm 

Peak radius:               rε = 1,5 mm 

Relief angle:              αn = 6° 

Rake angle:             γn = 0° 

Cutting depth:             ap = 10 µm 

Feed rate:                   f  = 5-10 µm/rev  

Cutting speed:         vc = 60-150 m/min 

 To the cut surface analysis I used the optical microscope at BUTE, Department of Materials 

Science and Engineering. The surface topographical experiments were made with laser, 

touchless microscope at BUTE, Department of Vehicle Manufacturing and Repairing 

(RODENSTOCK RM600). After machining the aluminum surface roughness was measured 

with AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) at ELTE. In the experiments used materials’ 

producement happened with Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) which is a procedure in 

what the material is subjected to elastic shaping with a simple extruding where the cross 

section of the sample is not changed.  

Learning the basic principles of ECAP procedure about the distortion it can be seen on the 

samples what effects do the continuous extruding on the tool onto the grain features and size. 
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When the sample goes through the traditional ECAP tool, a significant grain structure 

distortion happens. If we repeat the extrusion it is possible to identificate the changes of cutting 

features, its effect within the crystalline structure. In order to learn the microstructure we made 

electronmicroscopical exposures (TEM). In these we can definitely detect the finement of grain 

structure during the forming. The x-ray diffractional analysis made on the produced samples’ 

cross-section shown that the average crystalline size after the first press is ~80 nm and the 

dislocation thickness is 3x1014 m-2. The x-ray diffractional analysises present the orientation 

differences among the grains more sensitive thus focusing better on the subgrains; these give a 

smaller value being average. During the further shaping the microstructure fined in a smaller 

extent but paralell the dislocation thickness increased dramatically till the 4th press. Based on 

the comparison of exposures we can definitely state that the smoothness of the surface, the 

depth of valleys and peaks in case of nano-structure material is influenced very little, compared 

to other technological reason caused surface problems. When microcutting crystallic structured 

materials if the average grain size is bigger than the size of chip root the anisotropical feature 

of the cut material, the migration of dislocations and the orientation of the neighbouring grains 

of the just cut-across grain cause the unsteady surface. Th surface topography is influenced 

also by the quality of cutting edge, the sizes of cutting parameters, the steadiness of machine 

and other circumstances of cutting (e.g. cooling-lubricant). By decreasing the grain size the 

effect of anisotropy is reduceable, the dislocational ways decrease. If the average grain size 

decreased to a size when in the shaping zone in front of the edge more grains are, the effect of 

anisotropy is negligible and the surface topography basicly influenced by the above mentioned 

circumstances. The result of the analysis proved the assumption that the produced mirror 

surfaces’ unsteadiness is solely determined by the above listed other factors. The effect of 

anisotropy is excludable. 
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4. Thesises 
 

My scientific results are concluded into the following thesises: 

1.   I established a new cutting mechanical model for the theoretical analysis of microcutting 

of polycrystalline structured materials, which considers the effect of neighbouring 

crystals’ different features (elasticity modulus, tensile yield point, sliding mechanism), 

the dislocation flow and the hardening of materials. Compared to the model of Spenrath 

N.M. this new model takes the orientation of neighbouring grains into account. By 

FORM2D and MARC finite element method softwares it was easy to explain the 

establishment of peaks and valleys in the surface topographical exposures. 

[1.1;2.2;3.5;3.15] 
 

2.a.  I stated that because of the material anisotropy the direction and size of the arisen 

stresses are changing continuously and we can detect such sliding, flowing traces that 

differ from the machining direction. When machining polycrystalline materials the flow 

of the material does not happen in the classical cutting plan but in the active sliding plans 

because the chip root is smaller (f=1-5µm/rev; ap=5-20µm), than the grain size. Due to 

this the direction of material flow changes continuously and the crystallic lattice 

structure and its orientation influences the direction of active sliding plans [1.2;1.4] 
 

2.b.  I found out that during microcutting of policrystalline materials, in case of exactly edged 

one-crystalline diamond tool (rβ≈50nm) the surface layer deforms significantly under the 

edge of cutting tool. The deformed layer is proportional with the arisen stress which is in 

strong connection with the cutting edge radius, material quality and chip cross section. 

Due to the microcutting stress the upper layer gets elastic and plastic shape deformation. 

Because of the plastic shape deformation the grid structure suffers a diverse, unsettled 

changing within the crystal. The distorted grid structure orientational analysis scatters the 

x-rays though the given crystal shows a solid build in the surface topography explosure 

[1.4;3.10]. 
 

3.    With the help of finite element method and the microcutting experiments I stated that the 

twin crystals, during the surface roughness and orientation analysis, assist the influency 

of crystal orientation in aspect of both the cut grain and the neighbouring ones. Base on 

these the twin crystal influences the surface quality and also the active sliding directions. 

During microcutting a part of the crystal suffers orientation change at the development of 

twin, thus it is detectable in the upper layer. Twin crystals arisen at great mechanical 
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strain (preforming) prove the effect that the anisotropy makes to the surface topography. 

[1.3;1.4] 
 

4.   With the help of finite element method and the microcutting experiments I 

determined that besides the dislocational hardening the orientation of the given crystal’s 

neighbouring crystals also have effect on the surface topography. The peak of grain 

borders does not improve the former statement that the grain border hardens and rises 

due to the dislocation flow in the tool direction. On the surface we can see crystals more 

times, where the tool enters the grain and causes emergences. Thus the grain border’s 

emergence is not originated both in dislocation flow caused hardening and effect caused 

orientation, because the environment of grains has an important influence on the surface 

quality and the spring back. [1.2;1.3;2.3;3.4;3.6;3.8;3.12] 
 

5.   I stated that during microcutting of policrystalline materials the importance of 

anisotropy’s effect, active sliding layers and dislocation migration decreases. Shape 

deformation happens again in the cutting plan. So the surface roughness is determined by 

the micro-macro geometrical feature of tool, the relative movement of tool and 

workpiece, namely the roughness of edge, the lenght of contact line and the scale od 

cutting parameters. At the examination of microcutting environment by decreasing grain 

size (<1µm) more, variously orientated grain can be found in the cutting zone. Thus the 

importance of dislocation routes and anisotropical features decreases. Due to the grain 

size’s decrement the anisotropical features’s influence also decreases, giving more 

important role to the edge geometry of tools, accuracy and rigidity of machines. Above 

this I detected that during microcutting of submicron grained materials the surface 

quality significantly increases in case of micro-sized cutting parameters. [1.5; 3.16] 
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